
TUVAA’s 

Warrior Writing 
 

Course Description: Warrior Writing is designed to connect the spirit and the mind of the warrior 

with the verbal and written fundamentals of expression via the written word. A warrior can have great 

ideas and plans however, if those plans cannot be expressed then they become lost. Warrior Writing is 

the expression of each mental process for others to embrace via the written word.   

Our Writing warriors know how to express their thoughts, their passion, their questions, and their 

concerns.  Our warriors do not remain on an island because they can express their spirit with those who 

choose to read. 

Objectives: Students will Know the basic process of expression via the written word. Via outline,  

  short story, simple phrase, or books of novel length, each warrior will be able to   

  communicate their opinions in academic and expressive English language.  

  Students will problem solving in social, academic, athletic, and economic verticals. 

Procedure: 1) Register with the TUVAA via PayPal: Send Course Registration of $150.00 to 

   gmvmarlins@yahoo.com.  Make note: Attention TUVAA Warrior Writing Course 

  2) Provide a valid student’s email address 

   Provide cell phone number/Whats-app Number 

  3) Purchase Textbooks that will be listed in the course outline 

  4) Maintain a weekly update schedule and practice schedule 

  5) Share problems with others to bring connectivity to the program 

  6) Submit questions, ideas, or concerns that can improve the exchange of   

   knowledge within the arena of the subject matter 

  7) Maintain a general notebook for future references 

  8) Test and test and enjoy the battle of testing.  Remember a test is proof you 

   know your business and you are a warrior in the subject anytime and   

   anywhere. 

  9) Connect with Virtual Students that are around the world to compare notes 

  10) Be prepared to write your own book or contribute to the Warrior Collections  

   within the Sophos International Productions of Written Works via KD-Publishing 
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